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CONVECTION ON THE ,-RE,ION _ Ij'_J_
A.Yu. ELiseyev, Yu.V.Kashpar, A.A.Nikitin _f
Research Institute of Physics,Ubyanovsk•y• uL.1,198904 Leningrad,USSR.
INTRODUCTION. Perturbations of F-region electron density caused by the
extension of e•gnetospheric convection electric field to middle Latitudes •re
already NeLL known (TANAKA and HIRAO_I973). For the ,-region the Tiret
observations are believed to be reported by ELISEYEV,KASHPAR and NIKITIN
(19_8). On several occasions_ foLLowing the southward turning oT the
Bz-component oT interplanetary magnetic field (IRF) smaLL disturb•ncem of the
,-region electron density mere detected at night by steep-incidence VLF
sounding in 6eLendzhik on the |Lack Sea (ELISEYEV et.aL_1988) mhtch may be
attributed to the influence of the penetrated convection electric field (CEF).
In this paper lobe evidence is given oTa LocaL-time dependence oT the CEF
efTect in the )-region and a rather good correlation is denonstr•ted at the
initial stage oT disturbance betxeen high-Latitude magnetic field variations
and simultaneous perturbation oT the midLatitude ionospheric reTtection height.
O|SERVATIONAL TECHNIOUE AN, RESULTS. The abnormal component of the
sky-Nave VLF field Nas picked up by a transversal Loop aerial •t a site in
,etendzhik, about 100 km southward Trom transmitting station. Midpath invari•nt
Latitude is 40 degrees. The VLF-monitoring technique Nas most similar to that
oT HOPKINS and REYNOLDS (1954). The CEF search and identiTication .as based on
the tottouing selection criteria. FirstLy, night-ties periods only .ere
considered Tar there xas LittLe hope to detect the CEF-efTect at heights as tON
as 70-75 km by day. SecondLy, the wanted disturbance should immediately foLLou
a sudden change oT IRF ,z-component preceded by a period oT positive ,z, the
situation most favourable for CEF penetration into the midtatitude ionosphere.
|ecause oT the Lack of more detailed inTorm•tion on |z He had to use its hourly
values (COUZEN, and KIN,,1986). In order to fix nora precisely the ties of CEF
onset, H-e•gnetograas Nere used Tree the high-Latitude observatory Abisko
(SNeden, $-66e). It is believed that variations in high-Latitude current system
.hich cause the observed magnetic disturbance at Abisko, are mainly due to
changes in the magnetospheric convection (or polar cap) electric field. And
TinaLLy_ it was natural to anticipate sisuLtaneous perturbations both in VLF
reTLected signal at 6eLendzhik and in H-magnetogram at Abisko_ at Least at the
beginning oT the disturbance.
The VLF data avaiLabLe for 1976-1980 aLLoxed to select several CEF-events
which had occured attar the turning oT ,z-component to the south. An example is
shown in Fig. 1_ where the relative phase $_ and amplitude A. oT the abnorn•t
component of the 14.9 KHz signal as received at 6etendzhik are compared to
disturbance in H-component oT geomagnetic field at Abisko on February 15_1980.
UnfortunateLy there was a tNo-hour gap in |z-data, so it is only possible to
say that the polarity change occured betueen 1900 UT and 2100 UT, but the
H-magnetogram from hbisko implies that the convection electric field started to
rise approximately at 2000 UT. This uas ToLLowed at 2015 UT by a rather abrupt
TaLL oT the reTLected VLF signal strength and • minor gineraL increase of
signal phase Lag with superimposed stronger short-period phase osciLLations. A
burst oT phase osciLLations at about 2140 UT uas accompanied by • similar burst
in amplitude variations. The mean quasi-period of phase osciLLations betueen
2020 and 2200 UT appeared to be 13.6 minutes xhich Nas LoNer than the
short-period fluctuation quasi-periods beTore and attar the disturbance. Then,
2200 to 2300 UT, reLativeLy smaLL but strikingly synchronous osciLLations ,ith
a 13.3-minute Bean quasi-period could be noticed in VLF phase and geomagnetic
TieLd records (Fig.l a,b). The maximum peak-to-peak variation oT VLF phase
reached 38 centicyctes (it is equivalent to the 4.8 kilometre range oT
reflection height variation). The sLou component of reflection height rise (in
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19900018893 2020-03-19T21:13:02+00:00Z
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The disturbance of February 25/26, 1980s a) hourly values oT the ]z-
component of the IflFI b)the behaviour of the H-component of gmoiagnetic
field at &bisko, Smldlfll c) VLF phase disturbance In 6elendzhik .
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Fig.3
Plots of VLF skywave phase lag @ at Belendzhik versus geomagnetic
H-component at Abisko:a) February 26,1980 (local date), beginning at
0150 LT of 6elendzhik; b) February 16,1780, 0320 LT; c) February 15,
1980, 2340 LT; d) January 18,I778, 0020 LT.
Table
+ .............. ÷ .............. + .............. + ............ +
: DATE : LT , : A,cc/nT : r 1
÷ .............. + .............. + .............. + ............ +
: 15.02.1980 I 2240-2310 : -0,047 l -0.87 I
18.01.1978 : 0030-0100 I 0.031 : 0.67 1
: 18.01.1778 _ 0100-0130 % -0.152 I -0.62
: 26.02.1980 : 0150-0208 1 0.107 : 0.89
I 26.02.1980 I 0150-0220 1 0.052 1 0.51
16.02.1980 I 0320-0342 : 0.058 _ 0.94
16.02.1980 : 0320-0350 : 0.037 J 0.46
I 16.02.1980 _ 0320-0530 : 0.118 : 0.48 l
+ .............. 4" .............. + .............. + ............ 4"
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terms of the running mean with the averaging interval of 50 minutes) reached
its maximum value of about I km at 2100 UT. On other occasions there was no
substantial increase of the short-period fluctuation intensity at VLF during
the CEF-event. Fig.2 shows a CEF-event of February 25/26 1980. A rapid turning
of Bz southward triggered at 2330 UT a high-Latitude substorm accompanied by a
shorter bay-Like Lowering of the refl.ection height (VLF phase Lag decrease) at
GeLendzhik. It is worth noting that the Large negative hourly value of Bz at 00
UT (-16nT) diminished to -3nT at 01 UT. The change of sign of VLF phase
perturbation as compared to the disturbance of February 15 may be, presumably,
attributed to the LocaL-time variatimnof CEF.
To iLLustrate the correlation between a high-Latitude magnetic disturbance
and a midLatitude ionospheric reflection height perturbation at VLF, plots of
VLF phase e_ variation versus H-component variation are given in Fig.3 for 4
night-time CEF-events which had occured at different Local times. The dots
interconnected by straights to show temporal evolution of the event are
separated by two-minute intervals. BoLd dots and Lines represent the first hour
of disturbance. The regression coefficients A for the relation e==A*=H + D are
given in the table for the Local dates and time intervals indicated (Gekendzhik
Local time LT is given). Note that the correlation coefficient r is used here
only as a measure of similarity of two waveforms with no statistical meaning
being ascribed to it. Inspect'ion of the table shows that for a sudden onset of
disturbance :A_=0.05÷0. I with :r:=O.? and the two quantities decrease as time
window broadens. For gradual disturbances (January 18, 1978 and February 16,
1980) both :A_ and =rl tend to be Less sensitive to the window opening and in
general _AI_0.1÷O.15 and =rI=0.5÷0.6 •
As for the LocaL-time dependence of the effect in the ionosphere one can
suggest that the ionospheric height change tends to be positive before 00 LT
and negative after 02 LT, the transition time tying between 0030 and 0130 LT.
DISCUSSION. The observed disturbances in the midtatitude night-time
D-region seem to be consistent with the idea of magnetospheric convection
electric field influence on the electron density at heights of about 90 km, the
tourning of the Bz to the south being the necessary condition. Indeed, an
example was shown (ELISEYEV et aL., 1988), when a substorm which had occured by
positive Bz had not been accompanied by a disturbance at VLF. If we take the
high-Latitude magnetic data as a replacement for the data on the penetrated
electric field we can .say that disturbances in the midtatitude D-region
commence simuLtaneousLy with the CEF enhancement and correlate rather weLL with
the Latter at Least within the first 20-40 minutes of the event. Sometimes the
short-period osciLLations intensify during the disturbance and their
quasi-period shortens. A surprisingly good correlation was noticed at the
recovery stage of disturbance on February 15, 1980 between the smaLL
osciLLations of VLF skywave phase Lag and those of CEF. A similar behaviour of
the short-period fluctuations in the F-region could be seen from the data
presented by CROWLEY et aL (1984) for a disturbancel which foLLowed the Bz
polarity change. In generaL, the events described in this paper for the
night-time midLatitude D-region have much in common with the weLL known
CEF-events in the thermosphere and hence are LikeLy to have the same origin.
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